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1 Famed' for itrs noted landing at Glassboro last September, New Jersey 
has been hit by another wave of possible UFO landings. On June 2*+ th 
Mrs. Lorraine Moore of Vincetown reported having been chased in her car 
while returning home about I in the morning. The object followed above 
her car sc close that she felt she could reach out and touch it at any
time. It had kept pace with her car for nearly two miles until she returned 
home to get her husband to come see the "platter" as she described it. She 
described it as glowing brightly and having antennaes and windows and a 
red light. '

' A to■add credibility to this encounter a young boy by the name of 
Harry Reci, living in the small out' of the way community of Hampton Lakes
(near Vincetown) ran across a series of strange depressions in the ground 
near his home. He thought right away that something of great weight had
left it’’s mark and than vanished. After telling his find to parentis in 
the community investigator's from the Red Lion State Police Barracks found 
a circular imprint on white sand in a clearing of a wooded area. This imprint
is made up of a series of "concentric ■ circles", the largest about 16 feet
in diameter, in the sandy earth.' Each of the rings has a ridge about five
inches high made of sand that has acquired a strange crusty consistency. 
No tracks could be found coming or going from it in any direction. ■

Trooper Frank J. Caldwell checked the spot with a geiger counter but 
got only negative results. Investigating even further Mike J. Campione 
discovered that the area surrounding the depression was solidly packed and he 
couldn’t even make an indention in the ground when he drove on it with Ns two
ton automobile which controdicts the idea that the depression was caused 
by a tractor.

If this is not enough to warrent further investigation a little girl 
upon looking at the strange disfiguration claims that she has seen many
identical ones "way back in the woods" while on Brownie hikes. Editor 
Beckley and Special Investigator Babcock are now planning an exploratory 
mission deep into the wooded area of Hampton Lakes in search for these 
markings. In case we are eaten alive by some giant ant from Mars or are 
kidnapped by space creatures from the Outer Limits we hope that Assistant 
Editor John Robinson will take over our work, and if we do return we should 
have some very interesting details to relate to you shortly.

EDITOR HAS- BUSY TIME
Tour Editor attempting-to keep interest in the UFO topic alive has 

been running loose through the tri-states of New Jersey,. New York and 
Pennsylvania and plans now include trips to Massachusetts and Rhode Island. 
Accompanihg the Editor is the Director of the New Jersey Association on 
Aerial Phenomena, Edward J. Babcock Jr., who together have been attempting 
to make hasty plans for a flying saucer convention on the East Coast. So 
far nothing definate has been planned, but work is ccntinueing in this 
direction. Willing to appear as speakers-include, among others, James W. 
Moseley, August C. Roberts, Mike;Camjfone, and a representative from a 
local Unit of UNDERSTANDING Inc. . .. : ■

As if this hasn’t taken up 2A hours a day your Editor has written an 
article entitled SAUCERS CHASE JAPENESE AIRLINER which appears in the 
August edition of FATE MAGAZINE, given lectures for various groups and is 
scheduled to appear on various radio shows including the all night WDR 
Amazing Randi program along with Jim Moseley editor of the famed SAUCER 
NEWS. ■ ■ ■

And as this is going to press Mr. Moseley has purchased from us the 
INTERPLANETARY NEWS SERVICE'REPORT which will hence forth be combined with 
his publication. Your editor wishing to concentrate more so on editing 
THE SEARCHLIGHT and publishing various UFO books since he feels this is 
mainly were the future in saucer'literature exists.

And doh’’t forget we always-want to hear from you. Send us those news 
clippings, personal experiences, so others may too read about them. And 
remember each book you purchase from us (we carry all titles by all authors) 
helps us to continue with our research. May we have the kind opportunity 
to hear from each and every one of you out there?
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THE WATCHERS
BTJ.P. FARRELL

Is Earth under constant observation by strange inhabitants of another 
planet? . '

It came like a roll of thunder -- thunder quite close at hand. It had 
a staccato sound like explosions in sequence. And like approaching thunder ' 
the explosions grew louder as the object came nearer. Previous reports of '■ 
unidentified flying objects have seldom mentioned noise. But this one, 
sighted in Rome, made a roaring sound, and thousands of Roman citizens heard 
it. When the noise stopped, the object also stopped, or appeared to stop, 
at an altitude of about 6,000 feet. It hung suspended in the sky for awhile.- 
Certainly for minutes, then suddenly it soared upward, trailing an exhaust ' 
of milky white smoke. Rising vertically it then disappeared, leaving only ' 
a stream of smoke as evidence of one of the most authentic flying objects 
of strange sightings ever reported. It wasn't only the speed'with which it ■ 
disappeared that astonished observers but it was the fact that it was able A. 
to hang vertically in the air for several minutes, and apparently without • " 
any expenditure of power. It registered on radar sets in the Roman area 
for 36 minutes. There was unanimous agreement that the object was shaped 
like a cigar, and was colored silver on one side and red on the other. 
It travelled Northwest in direction and at one time it appeared to approach . 
the earth as close as 1,000 feet. .

Among the persons who witnessed it were an associate press correspondent, 
Mario Andrelo, and an United States Ambassador Calre Boothe Luce. They both 
stated that it looked like an luminous silver pear-shaped object, or an 
inverted sawed-cff cone in half.' This was not the only sighting of. an ' 
object in Italy. One was reported to have been seen shortly before that, 
of a similar nature, which also appeared in Southern Italy this time ■ -
giving out a great deal of heat from a height of 3,000 feet. It performed 
gyrations and scorched a grove of popular trees, .

Another sighting appeared over New Mexico where the people were 
startled by a eerie brilliant light of greenish-white which flashed across ■ 
the sky, leaving a luminous trail.' It melted into a clcudlike formation A 
visible for about 15 minutes. It was described as a tremendous skyrocket, Ar 
which left a- trail of brilliant light behind it. Experts from the ■ . A. r 
University of Meteorics, New Mexico stated that it was not a meteorite, 
and was not a Fireball, as they accompanied by an odd grating sound. ' ' 
It was decided to be "something of pecular and unusual." ‘ '

A few days after more strange reports came to light about this sighting. 
It was said to have caused interference on aircraft radio channels,- and it 
caused T.V. sets to be out of focus. Yet amateur radio operators had no 
opposite experience 1 In fact they picked up as many as ten stations they 
had never heard before coming on’ loud' and clear on their sets.

In Eire (England), controversy has been caused by the appearance in 
the sky of a brilliant disc which was seen by people living as far apart 
as Kildare in the South and Sligo in the West. Some observers have . 
mentioned that the disc was surrounded by colored streaks trailing from 
its base as it travelled slowly in an east-west direction. '

In Canada the "Vancouver News-Herald" have calculated that these 
reported sightings are valid, and that they are alien and come from . : 
another astral body like earth-cr even possibly from another dimension which . 
we do not yet comprehend. Possibly these strange objects are flown by 
pilots with bodies similar to our own although their brains and emotions 
are much more advanced and ’harder' than ours.

Meanwhile one of the most strangest mysteries connected with the UFO 
phenomena is the fall of Angel Hair after many sightings. When picked up ■ 
by hand, the glass-like filaments simply dissolve and vanish. Yet they can • 
be gathered by inanimate clamps and holders, and have been. The United . 
States Air Force is known to have examined samples of this filmy stuff but 
no public reports have been made. Are there Watchers in Outer Space? ■ ; .•

FLYING SAUCER BOOKS ’

AGHARTA by Dr. Robert Ernst Dickhoff Ph.D. revealing story of UFOs 
in ancient times. Reveals the report of the Russian explorer, 
Rerdinand Ossendowsku who claims that tunnels encircle the earth 
and pass -under the Pacific and Atlantic oceans and were bult by men 
of a pre-glacial civilization which flourished in the polar region. ’ 
IF YOU ARE READY’ TO LEARN ABOUT AGHARTA read this new book..... ^3^^
THE HOMECOMING OF THE MARTIANS by Dr. Dickhoff. An encyclopaedic ■ 

_____ work on F Tyi n g Saneers^-Tong... time.. out of. .print, now ava Hable3.25 ORDERTROM: Timothy Green Beckley, 3 Courtland St., New Brunswick, N.J.
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. MORE SAUCERS?
Berlingske Times (Danish) Translated from the Danish by Dr. Bo Prytz Ph.D

Tuesday,- April 6, 1965

"LIGHTS IN THE SKY WERE METEORS"

. "As reported in the newspaper "Berlingske Times" yesterday, many 
people were frightened when they Saw a half a dozen "fire-balls" pass 
across the sky from south toward north Sunday past midnight.

"The paper explained that it was probably meteors, and this theory 
was supported by the astronomical observer Axel V. Nielsen from Ole Romer 
Observatory in Aarhue who said: It could have been several fire-balls 
following one fireballs from which they originated by disintergration in 
the atmosphere. A good example of this we saw in 1951+ when a large fire 
ball which had divided itself into three separate fire balls rushed across 
the sky 60 Kilometers up.

"Observer Nielsin said that he would be very interested in reliable 
information about the phenomena last Sunday night - particarly about the 
course in relationship to the stars so that one could calculate height 
and direction of movement."

"AN EYEWITNESS ACCOUNT"

"A formation of 12 to 1A unknown bodies, each with a long fire 
tail passed over my head in a great heights coming from South-Southeast 
toward North-Northwest with no sound.

In my long life I have never seen the like of it. It appeared that 
the lighted bodies were guided on a definite course and then two of them 
stayed behind and then suddenly rejoined the formation again.

"They stayed at the same height as long as I could see them. I have 
seen meteors before but they always went in a curve and were extingwished 
in front of my eyes.

"Observer Axel V. Nielsen has said that it could be fireballs or it 
could have been one fireball disintergrating in the atmosphere.

"The light intensity and the length of the tails were the same for 
all of them and the way the formation moved indicated to me flying bodies 
under control. It will interest me and others to hear if any one else 
has seen such a phenomena.

Berlingske- Times-
April 12, 19'65

"IT WAS NOT METEORS"

"An American Satellite Burned Up In the Atmosphere Over Denmark 
During the Night of April 5 (1965)"

"It appears, that the people who dcugted that the lights in the sky 
during the night of April 5, were meteors, were right in their doubt. 
We have been'informed that an American satellite burned up over Scandinavia 
at that time. ’

"Many people at 0:28 0’ clock that night saw a half a dozen fire 
balls passing from horizon to horizon SSE to NW. The passage lasted about 
^5 seconds.

"Observer Axel V. Nielsen who himself did not see the phenomena said 
that they couldn,;t be much doubt about it that it was meteors. Many 
millions of small meteors hit the Earth’s atmosphere every day, and most 
of them disintergrate. The ones who saw the phenomena doubted this theory. 
One - the newspapers’ artist Otto C., who several times has seen meteors, 
was convinced that they could not be that. He said ’I have never seen 
anything like it, and will never forget it.”’

THE SEARCHLIGHT is an official I.U.S. publication issued each 
month at 3 Courtland Street, New Brunswick, New Jersey (ZC 08901) 
by it’s editor and publisher. Timothy Green Beckley. A 12 issue 
subscription is $2 and should be sent to the above address. 25 
copies' of any one issue is $2.50. All back issues accept #1 is 
available for 20# each. Readers are asked to purchase all their 
reading material through our group in order to support our 
investigations.
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Strange, deep iceless valleys 
area part of Antarcticans 
geography.

. "They resemble detached frag
ments of the Sahara, somehow 
nshifted into the far south.
"These curious geographic features 

are reported by Dr. Edmund A..Schon-
field, of Clark University
Victoria Land

, from
which can be reached

LAND OF BEAUTY

by helicopter from the permanent 
American station at McMurdo

sound. These long, deep 
yalleys apparently were 

gouged out by glaciers 
which long since have 
disappeared, Schonfield 
says. No snow or ice 
accumulates, and they are 
as dry as any desert." 

This report came from the 
North American Newspaper 
Alliance and was reported world 
wide late last September. Amaz
ing yet very true.
Yet even more amazing is the

report from two Argentines bases 
confirming reports by British 
and Chilean scientists of the 

appearance on July 3, 196? of an 
unusual' celestial body over the forzen 

__  subcontinent.
The object, observed and photographed by the Argentine Navy men was 

shaped Tike a double-convex lens. It was colored mainly red and green,a 
Navy statement said.

The craft made no noise and moved generally eastward at changing speeds 
before disappearing, /hi even earlier report from a British Antarctic base
said the object made geomagnetic instruments go wild.

This is by no means the first such report from the area of Antarctica 
They come in every so- often, ever
a base on this frozen part of the 
(as many have suggested recently) 
planet.

so mysterious. Perhaps the UFO too have . 
world or maybe flying saucers are coming 
from a vast HIDDEN LAND inside our own

HERE WE GO AGAIN
Yes? Here v/c go again. Within the past few weeks reports of unexplained 

objects in our skies have been numerous. So much so that many arc talking 
about this being bigger than the 1952 flap, which is the largest on record.

Here are but a few of the many reports:

On' July 11' a UFO which interfered with electric power was observed 
over a Texas weather station. The object made sharp turns hovered for 
a while and then disappeared at a fast clip. It was observed by hundreds 
and reported on TV and radio nationwide. • .

Also on July 11' a UFO was observed over Lisbon, Portugal. It interfered 
with radios and showed electro-magnetic disturbances. The color was 
orange-red with green rays shooting out the side. The object, cylindrical 
in shape, was said to be about 2A,000 feet up. An official release said 
the object was' probably a balloon - one, we might add, that shot rays 
out the side and orange-red in color and interfered with radios.

Two following day, July 12 j thousands of residents in at least 
four states (Ohib^ Pennsylvania, West Virginia and Maryland) called 
newspaper offices, police stations and air bases to report a huge 
object that travelled across the sky. Official Air Force release stated 
that it was a balloon. Our comment REPORTED BY THOUSANDS?

July* 17 saw the return of UFOs to Buenos Aires. They flew at ’’great 
speed" were disk shaped, white in color and photographed. What were they 
no answer I Other sightings continue to come in as the Mariner continues 
to $end pictures of the planet Mars back to earth. You’ explain- it we can *w•


